The patent-pending Energi system is an innovative Torque Management tool that takes the guesswork out of helical pile installation. Energi provides instant, accurate, and easy to interpret installation data. Energi is the only available torque management system integrated into the planetary gearbox.

Energi is not a bolt-on product; it’s a fully integrated system designed to give the user an accurate, compact, and lightweight Torque Management solution.

The Energi App allows your mobile device to conveniently manage and record your helical pile installations.

Energi App Monitors and Records:
- Torque
- Depth
- Speed (RPM)
- Angle
- Time & Date
- Drive Model
- Differential Pressure
- Job and Pile Information

Instantly send all recorded data in PDF format directly from your mobile device.

Two Methods - One Reliable System
Energi not only provides real-time true torque data it also monitors & records differential pressure combining two systems into one!

Energi Wi-Fi Module Features:
- IP67 Rated
- 40 Hour Battery Life
- Polycarbonate Housing
- Illuminated Power Button
- 100 Yards Wi-Fi Range
- Integrated Sleep Mode
- Operating Diagnostics (App)
- Temperature Regulated
- Easy Removal for Charging
Energi 360 is a complete preventative maintenance service that calibrates the Energi Torque Management system and inspects the essential components of your Anchor Drive. This industry-first service ensures your Anchor Drive is ready every time you hit the job site.
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